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REMEMBER THESE 5 PRINCIPLES

BUILD THE SYSTEMS,

SET YOURSELF FREE 

Business is supposed to give

you the freedom to live the

life you want. But unless you

create the structure and

systems for it, you may not

end up owning the business,

as much as it owns you. It

could take all of your

attention and time.

 

To avoid falling into this trap,

you need as a business owner

to create the strategy,

structure, and systems that

enable your business to grow,

without lashing you down to

its everyday demands and

details.

 

What, exactly, is a system? It’s

a set of essential parts that

work together to accomplish

functions that, on their own,

these parts would not be able

to do. 

 

Russell Ackoff is the professor

who is acknowledged as a

pioneer in systems thinking,

and his former student and

eventual colleague Bill

Bellows came up with this

definition of systems: it is “the

smart putting-together of

resources that provide us with

food, transportation,

education, goods, and

services.”

 

 

 

QUICK LOOK:

Systems enable repetition.

They emphasise interdependence.

They shape your business' culture.

They depend on feedback.

Systems aren't permanent.
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Many business processes are recurring and consume a

lot of time. But when you make the effort to break

down the steps in these recurring processes and

document them, the process becomes repeatable. It

becomes something you can train someone to do. This

then frees you to do more important work, like

focusing on strategy and on recognising opportunities

to expand your business. 

 

When delegating repeatable work, remember to

examine both efficiency (doing things right) and

effectiveness (doing the right thing).

 

Or as Ackoff put it: Efficiency and effectiveness “should

be taken together,  because the righter we do the

wrong thing, the wronger we become."

 

 

Systems enable effective and

efficient repetition.

1.

2. Systems emphasise connection and

interdependence.

Each part of a system affects how well the whole

system performs. If the fuel injectors are clogged or the

pistons aren’t firing right, the whole vehicle’s

performance suffers. 

 

In the vehicle that is your business, each part must

work as designed so that all the other parts that

depend on it can function as well. As organisations

grow larger, there’s always the risk that some

departments will begin to function like closed silos;

they’ll keep all information to themselves and spend

their energy competing with other departments, rather

than the company’s real competitors.

 

It’s your job to prevent rigid internal divisions from

harming your business. How well do your team

members understand their roles in your business and

how they contribute to the overall outcome?
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Living systems, like the

human body, self-organise

using genetic codes.

 

In your business, those

codes include the beliefs

and expectations that

shape how everyone in

your organisation behaves

and acts. 

 

For your business to have

the high-performance

culture that it needs, all of

its systems must be

aligned with your business’

defining function. How

clearly do your beliefs,

values, and expectations

support your business

goals?

 

There are some aspects of

business you can’t control.

How your competitors act,

for example.

 

But a high-performing

workplace culture will

keep your business

thriving, no matter how

difficult your transactional

environment (your

relationships with

suppliers, customers, and

the actual physical

environment) can get.

3. Systems shape your business' culture.

Organisations break down,
despite individual brilliance and
innovative products, because
they are unable to pull their
diverse functions and talents
into a productive whole.

Peter Senge in “The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the
Learning Organisation”
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Feedback is the information that, when acted upon,

allows a system to get closer to the desired outcome. As

it loops, it allows people in a system to see which

processes should be reinforced and which ones should

be corrected or balanced. Feedback from customers,

suppliers, and everyone in your business helps you

recognise how results were achieved and which

processes you can improve so that the next results will be

even better. 

 

Performance reviews are an example of a feedback

system. What does your business use and when was the

last time you checked how well it’s working? Since 2011,

large professional services firms like Price Waterhouse

Coopers, Deloitte, Accenture, and KPMG told the Harvard

Business Review that they have stopped annual reviews

and started changing the way they manage performance.

They’ve found, for example, that an annual or semi-

annual review is less effective than shorter but more

frequent reviews that emphasise agility and teamwork.

 

Your business needs an optimal system for performance

reviews, and this is one of several areas where Keystone

Executive Coaching can help you look under the hood

and figure out how to make your business run smoother.

4. For systems, feedback is oxygen.

5. Systems are not permanent. Living systems keep evolving.

The tragedy of some business organisations is that they

let their success stand in the way of change.

 

As your business grows, it will take on more complex

processes (it will produce more or require more people

for expansion) and this will require a rethinking of your

systems, no matter how well these have worked for you

in the past. As a business owner, you must see to it that

your team’s attachment to the way things have always

been done doesn’t keep you from changing where you

need to do so.
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WHAT IS A SYSTEM?

1
THE WHOLE HAS

ONE OR MORE

DEFINING

FUNCTIONS.

A car is a system and its

defining function is to move

people on land.

2
EACH PART CAN

AFFECT THE WHOLE

SYSTEM.

As anyone who has ever had a

flat tyre can tell you.

A system is a whole that cannot be
divided into independent parts
without losing its essential
properties or functions.

A system is a whole consisting of two or more parts that satisfies
these five conditions:

3
ESSENTIAL PARTS

ARE NECESSARY

BUT INSUFFICIENT.

On their own, an engine, frame,

or transmission do not a car

make. But they're important. 

4
 

 

THE WAY THAT EACH ESSENTIAL PART OF

A SYSTEM AFFECTS ITS BEHAVIOR OR

PROPERTIES DEPENDS ON AT LEAST ONE

OTHER ESSENTIAL PART OF THE SYSTEM.

Essential parts of a system interact, either directly or indirectly,

the way the motor and brakes of a car must. Otherwise, the

system could fail. Try driving a car with a dead battery.

5
 

 

THE ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES THAT

DEFINE ANY SYSTEM ARE PROPERTIES

OF THE WHOLE, WHICH NONE OF THE

PARTS HAVE ON THEIR OWN.

A system is the product of the interactions of its essential parts.

When a car is taken apart, it ceases to be a car because it can

no longer perform its defining function (move people on land),

even if all the parts were kept in the same garage.

 Russell Ackoff in "Re-Creating the Corporation: A Design of
Organisations for the 21st Century"
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BY INVITATION ONLY

KEYSTONE BUSINESS
BOARDROOM 2019

THE KEYSTONE CLOSED BOARDROOM IS A
PREMIER GROUP OF BUSINESS PEOPLE AND
PROFESSIONALS COMMITTED TO MASTERING
THE SKILLS OF BUSINESS GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT.

We are now accepting applications to join Brisbane's exclusive business boardroom.

 

Become part of a limited group of business owners, entrepreneurs, and
professionals committed to excellence in their business, their networks, and

themselves. Join us as we install tested and repeatable business strategies into your

company and team. If you are ready to do the work and make it work, then take a seat in

our boardroom.

 

Learn the exact processes and strategies thousands of past clients have used to close

millions of dollars in self-generated work.  Build your skills, build your network, build your

team, and build your business.
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MEMBERSHIP OUTCOMES:

 
ATTRACT LEADS AND ENQUIRIES

ON DEMAND.

 
CLOSE MORE LUCRATIVE SALES

FOR MORE PROFIT.

 
BUILD HIGH-PERFORMING TEAMS

THAT RUN THEMSELVES.

 
INCREASE PROFITABILITY AND

DECREASE EXPENDITURE.

 
BUILD STRONG BUSINESS

PARTNERSHIPS.

 
BECOME THE BEST VERSION OF

YOURSELF AND YOUR BUSINESS.

www.keystoneexecutivecoaching.com |  0401264339 | admin@keystoneexecutivecoaching.com
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READ BEFORE
YOU APPLY.

This is not just a training program. This is a

community dedicated to excellence in business. It is

designed for the crafting of excellence in both

business and person. It is not a “Come and watch a

PowerPoint experience.”

Over the past six years, some of

our proudest moments

include:

 

 

Increasing revenue from

$270,000 to $4,900,000

within an 18-month period

and retaining a profit

margin of 19 percent,

through systemised growth

strategy and cultural

change.

Supporting a young father

to not only grow his

business but change his role

entirely to that of an

executive attending a board

meeting once a fortnight.

Pulling a business from the

brink of insolvency back to a

$1,200,000 surplus in 12

months through sales and

marketing perfection.

Repeated massive growth of

our clients through a blend

of action and excellence. 

 

 

 

Taking a seat in the Keystone

Closed Boardroom is a

commitment to following your

own tailored plan for

sustainable business growth,

and a commitment to the

accountability and honesty of

those around you.

 

 

If you are looking for a quick

Band-Aid solution, the

Boardroom is not for you. 

 

We only engage business
owners who seek to elevate
their skills of business
growth and are willing to put
in the work.
 

When people partner with us,

they often stay for years on

end, reaping the rewards

season after season and

building a habit of business

excellence.

www.keystoneexecutivecoaching.com |  0401264339 |

admin@keystoneexecutivecoaching.com
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THE 5 PILLARS OF BUSINESS EXCELLENCE

Marketing and media mastery

Offline and local area explosion

Magic marketing numbers

Beating the competition

 

 

PRINCIPLE 1
MARKETING AND LEAD
GENERATION

Closing on cue

Emotional attraction

Building a sales team

Tender mastery

Turning objections into closures

 

 

PRINCIPLE 2
SALES AND CONVERSION

Managing numbers

Dashboarding and financial control

Defensive accounting

Creative accounting

 

PRINCIPLE 3
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Building the leader that runs your business

Building the team that runs itself

Hiring your first to your last

Creating business cultures

Becoming the chief

 

 

PRINCIPLE 4
LEADERSHIP AND
AUTOMATION

Endless motivation

Building a business that builds a life

Personal and business satisfaction

Executive reasoning and control

Performance precision

 

 

PRINCIPLE 5
MINDSET AND PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
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OUR FOUNDER

AIDAN PARSONS

Aidan Parsons is a man who stands on

the shoulders of his results. He is an

expert in profitable, controlled, and

consistent business growth. 

 

Combining insights into human

behaviour and best business practices,

he specialises in the rapid and

repeatable acquisition of new work

with a higher profit margin and lower

cost-to-service.

 

 

Over the past five years,

Aidan's strategies and

mentorship have helped

Keystone's clients generate

over $630 million in

additional revenue. Over 70

percent of Aidan's seven-

and eight-figure clients

began working with him

when their revenue was

less than $300,000.

 

Aidan prides himself on

meeting business owners

where they are and

walking with them in a

considered and paced way

to their business targets.

Working with Aidan is not

about doing everything,

but doing the one right

thing that improves

everything.

 

He charges his fees after

his clients hit their

financial targets. In short, if

he does not hit his target

with you, he doesn't get

paid. No other business

mentor in Australia is

backing themselves with

such rock-solid conviction.

 

That's why he's often

described as the guy you

go to when you're serious

about getting to work.

www.keystoneexecutivecoaching.com |  0401264339 | admin@keystoneexecutivecoaching.com
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BOOK YOUR FREE
CONSULTATION NOW.

To book your free strategy session with Aidan Parsons:

 

Call 0401264339

Or email admin@keystoneexecutivecoaching.com

 

and let's start to transform your business into a vehicle that takes

you where you want to go and lets you live the life you want.  


